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Privacy & Personal Data Protection - A User Centric Approach

1 Executive Summary
The global smartphone and apps business is estimated to be worth nearly half a trillion US dollars (Over Rupees
36,50,000 Crores). The industry relies significantly on users’ personal data, including data from smartphone
sensors. There is no global standard on how and what personal data is collected, processed, stored or shared
with different parties by smartphones and apps.
India is one of the largest markets for mobile devices, apps, and services usage. The proliferation of mobile and
digital technology is being actively promoted by the Government through its various “Digital” initiatives such
as DigiLocker, UMANG, MyGov.in, e-Sampark, mAadhar, and UPI. Given this focus on digital inclusion and
digitization of all aspects of our life, users of digital devices will all be citizens in a “Digital World” and each
user becomes a “Digital Citizen”.
This digital citizenry now covers a significant percentage of the population. While digital inclusion and the
proliferation of digital devices and services has immense benefits, it also poses significant risks beyond the
individual, such as large scale financial frauds, outage of essential services, social unrest, and even threats to
national security. Privacy control, personal data protection, and personal security have to be ensured. This has to
be at the same levels in this “Digital World” as it is in the natural world.
Therefore, it is imperative that an in-depth analysis is done on “where”, “what” and “how” digital devices,
applications, and the various actors, collect, generate, process, store, transmit, and share information. It is also
important to understand how any shared information is further treated and used.
This whitepaper is the first of a series and focuses on control over privacy and protection of personal data for
smartphone, feature phone, and tablet users. Increased digital inclusion will definitely mean the usage of other
types of devices (IoT sensors, smart appliances, etc.) and those will be covered in subsequent whitepapers of
this series.
In this whitepaper we demonstrate that:
• Privacy beyond it being declared a “fundamental” right has a greater individual, community, and
national impact when violated, misused or abused.
• Consent is a necessary but insufficient model for protection.
•

Users are not always able to distinguish between “necessity” and “choice”.

We focus on:
•

The “Digital Citizen” or very simply the “User”.

•

The fact that “Users” are diverse in nature, may not have same levels of awareness, and/or cannot
always make informed decisions and therefore the focus should be on:
o Simplifying privacy control to enable user control over their privacy and the protection of
their personal data
o

•

The control and protection are targeted at:
o Misuse, abuse, and negligence of the users’ personal data, by trusted or semi-honest actors.
The focus is here is on preventing misuse or abuse of privacy and personal data of users.
o

•

Educating users over a period of time

Personal harm, loss, and other undesirable outcomes for the users, community, society, or
nation, initiated using access to the users’ personal data, by malicious actors. The focus here
is on securing privacy and personal data.

Providing the required control and protection at the very source of the vulnerability – the users
themselves and their devices!

We propose that the users should ultimately be the judge of effectiveness of control and protection but until they
are fully educated, the effectiveness needs to be overseen by “Competent and Fully Trusted Stakeholders”.
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The recommendations are therefore ordered with the most favored approach first:
• Allow light regulation for critical data and self-regulation for less critical data but with full
transparency and user control, supported by an audit trail.
•

Business incentives (good scores) to ensure right behavior. The whitepaper introduces the concept of
Data Protection & Privacy score, i.e., the DPP score.

•

Stricter policy, regulation, and certification to enforce where the above are found to be insufficient or
ineffective.

•

Recognize use of data quid-pro-quo for services offered (user being the product) as a financial
transaction and attach value for the purpose of both direct and indirect taxation.

The whitepaper proposes the use of technology to support all of the above in the form of architectures,
frameworks, standards, methods, tools, and APIs. As a simple example, personal data collection using a
“purpose-specific-key” that has several characteristics with maximum traceability being one.
This whitepaper is intended for ecosystem stakeholders such as device manufacturers, smartphone vendors,
system integrators, service providers, app/website developers, API/Middleware developers, OS vendors, and
Government stakeholders such as regulatory bodies overseeing Personal Data Protection and Cyber Security,
NSC, MeitY, CERT-In, TEC, DoT.

2 Definitions/Scope
This section defines the terms “Privacy”, “Personal Data”, “Privacy Preservation”, “Personal Data Protection”
to establish the scope of the whitepaper. It also make the distinction between Privacy and Security to clarify the
focus on the privacy and personal data protection aspects rather than end-to-end security.

2.1 Privacy
A Google search shows the definition as “the state of being alone and not watched or disturbed by other
people”.
The Internet Association of Privacy Professionals (IAPP) says “privacy is the right to be let alone, or freedom
from interference or intrusion”.
As per Wikipedia, “Privacy is the ability of an individual or group to seclude themselves or information about
themselves, and thereby express themselves selectively”.
Further Wikipedia says, “The concept of universal individual privacy is a modern concept primarily associated
with Western culture, British and North American in particular, and remained virtually unknown in some
cultures until recent times. Most cultures, however, recognize the ability of individuals to withhold certain parts
of their personal information from wider society, such as closing the door to one's home.”

2.2 Personal Data
ISO/IEC do not define privacy per se but define Personally Identifiable Information (PII) as below:
“Personally identifiable information [b-ISO/IEC 29100]: any information that (a) can be used to identify the PII
principal to whom such information relates, or (b) is or might be directly or indirectly linked to a PII principal.
NOTE – To determine whether a PII principal is identifiable, account should be taken of all the means which
can reasonably be used by the privacy stakeholder holding the data, or by any other party, to identify that
natural person.
3.1.2
PII principal [b-ISO/IEC 29100]: natural person to whom the personally identifiable information (PII)
relates.
NOTE – Depending on the jurisdiction and the particular data protection and privacy legislation, the synonym
“data subject” can also be used instead of the term “PII principal”.
PII is referred to as “Personal Data” in this whitepaper.
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2.3 Privacy Preservation
Now, when we say “privacy is preserved” we go back to the definition and focus on the following key phrases:
•

“being alone”, “not watched”, “seclude information about themselves”, “express themselves
selectively” as a first aspect and

•

“not disturbed by other people”, “freedom from interference or intrusion”, “seclude themselves” as a
second aspect.

As an example of the first aspect, a person may want his actions within his home not be accessible in the public
domain or views expressed to a family member or a close friend not to be available in the public domain. As
examples of the second aspect, a person may not want his choice to be interfered by information that tries to
influence his choice and more specifically a person may not want to be disturbed by unsolicited communication.

2.4 Personal Data Protection
When we say “personal data is protected” this means that he may have made the fully conscious and well
informed choice to share personal data or in other words allow some intrusion into his privacy for “a specific
purpose” but in this case the focus shifts to ensuring that it is not used for anything beyond “that specific
purpose”. As a very well understood and simple example, we may share our mobile phone number with a
particular service provider to enable him to contact us for reasons directly related to that service, for example
send an OTP. However, we do not intend or expect this service provider to share our mobile number with third
parties to enable them to contact us to offer unsolicited information or interfere with our choice.

2.5 Privacy versus Security
Security and Privacy are treated as independent topics in this whitepaper and the whitepaper focuses more on
privacy. However, there is some overlap between the two and that will be addressed in this whitepaper.
The whitepaper assumes the core security tenets are confidentiality, integrity, and availability. It keeps data,
devices, networks, and applications secure from malicious actors and acts or even potentially harmful accidental
or unintentional events and actions. Security is an underlying requirement in ensuring privacy and personal data
protection. The whitepaper addresses security with respect to personal data and focuses more on device security
as the device is in the custody of the user.
The whitepaper focuses on important aspects of privacy such as collection notification, data quality, individual
participation, purpose specification, use limitation, PII data security, openness/transparency, accountability,
right to forget, and audit.

3 The ‘Billion Users’ Problem
This section highlights the various challenges and risks arising from the proliferation of smartphones and
associated apps and services into a large and diverse population such as the one in India.

3.1 Proliferation of Smartphones and Apps
India is estimated to have ~550 million smartphone with 150 million added just in the last one year. The
smartphone and the apps installed on them have different revenue sources with advertising, sponsorships, paid
goods and services, and paid downloads/subscriptions being the key ones.
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3.2 Lack of Transparency & User Control
Smartphones come with inadequate transparency and user control:
•

Most smartphones are launched with customized operating system, UI and pre-integrated apps. There is
a lack of transparency in what the operating system does and what the apps are pre-installed for.

•

Users are not permitted view list of all installed apps and cannot uninstall unwanted pre-installed apps
in most cases. This is a dilution of control and is further compounded by the lack of transparency on
the need for the pre-installed app.

•

Users cannot remove excessive permissions granted by the device to most apps. Additionally, many
apps are designed to change device settings without explicit user consent. This again is taking the
privacy control away from the user.

•

Irrevocable blanket acceptance of all Terms & Conditions is required by many vendors. User may be
losing privacy while most often not even being aware.

•

Most smartphone users do not do not have either the time, the patience or the ability to read the long
legal “Terms of Usage”, “EULA” and “Privacy Policy” documents offered by the smartphone makers
and app developers in specific languages. This severely limits the ability to properly understand what
data is collected, under what circumstances, how the data is used, by whom, where and for what
purposes, whether there is a violation of privacy and user’s rights, what the potential risks are, and
what the legal implications are.

•

Most users are also inclined to waive away a lot of rights when offered “free” services or products in
return or even otherwise if the documentation is too cumbersome to read and understand. The instinct
of almost all smartphone users would be to find the “I Agree” or the “I Accept” button or checkbox
first! There are apps that do not provide explicit notice or seek agreement but rather state in fine print
somewhere that signing-up or signing-in implies agreement and acceptance.

•

Even the most organized and regulated app developers have very complex and misleading policies. The
general statement of providing data to third-parties to provide better service is where the line is being
crossed, user is potentially misled, and the user personal data is used to reach out to users in ways that
the user may have not signed up for.

•

Rights to use personal data, once granted, are permanent. There is no provision to revoke the granted
rights or permissions to use user data, partly or in full even after stopping to use or destroying the
device or copy of the app.

•

Smartphone and app providers have been known to have contracts with third parties who profile users,
send unsolicited advertisements, and even control the user device to achieve their purpose.

3.3 Smartphone Capability Evolution
While the smartphones and apps are meant to provide greater convenience and as a tool to assist in routine tasks
for the user, from the moment app or smartphone maker’s terms and conditions are accepted, technically, the
user “willingly but often unknowingly” carries effectively a device which can potentially:
•

Track and follows user everywhere based on the location identified not only through GPS but through
various other means such as, broadcast control channels, received signals from base stations, Wi-Fi
signals and SSIDs, IP addresses and IP tracerouting, re-directions to local caches, content language,
web sites accessed, and cookies stored.

•

Through software (apps, middleware, OS) get full access and control of phone calls, contacts, SMS,
internet traffic, storage, camera, microphone, GPS, keypad, screen, and sensors combined with network
access. This implies apps have access to all transactional data, OTPs, login credentials to various banks
and financial institutions, place of employment, social media and other websites, and security
certificates for digital signing too.

•

Read all user’s SMS/emails/messages and social media posts.

•

Make phone calls and send messages.
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●

Listen to user’s conversations anywhere, with sensitive mics. Many apps are designed to recognize
voice and take actions based on the voice instructions, including controlling smart appliances, changing
television channels, taking notes or calendar appointments, reading and responding to emails, searching
on the Internet and even carrying out shopping and other transactions. Since the computing power and
memory of the device is limited, the digitized voice samples are transported to cloud based servers that
analyze the voice and return data for actions.

•

Constantly watch for certain patterns and gestures from users, and take actions such as unlocking the
phone by recognizing face or image, clicking pictures on smiling, taking actions on hand gestures or
changes in ambient lighting, and recording video on vibrations, impact or sound.
Most cameras on smartphones have high resolution and such videos and pictures taken without consent
can violate privacy, security at work places or public places, and even be unlawful. Smartphones can
potentially record private pictures, important business conversations, take pictures of sensitive files,
designs, locations in an office, hospital or a military facility, without the user's knowledge, and use it
for unlawful purposes.

•

Record passwords and even read the one-time-passwords before the user reads it. Most people familiar
with using two-factor authentication using OTP sent by SMS/Email would be aware that apps
automatically read messages and ask the user whether the OTP received via SMS/Email should be
used. Not all of them seek explicit permissions to access SMS on the smartphone.

•

Read and watch everything that user does on the phone screen.

•

Control every device that the user can with the smartphone.

•

Record what sites the user visits and therefore, what the user purchases, what the user likes/dislikes,
and what the user’s religious/political views are.

•

Learn about user’s friends, family, and work contacts.

•

Retrieve historical information about the user.

•

Send manipulative information to the user.Learn more about the user than user himself, and over time,
influence user’s behavior, thoughts, preferences, decisions, effectively controlling the user!

•

Impersonate the user and carry out unauthorized transactions, including financial, official work related,
government related, social media, overload telecom networks/servers/devices with undesirable traffic
and many others

As may be obvious from the above the capabilities referred which may be highly beneficial or desirable in a
certain context may be used in ways totally unimaginable and undesirable to the user. Further such usage may
have potential to cause harm beyond just the user to his immediate circle, to the community he lives in, and to
the nation itself.

3.4 Data & Processing Evolution
The data that is collected, the use cases, and the types of data are astronomical and continuously evolving.
Managing the evolving volume and continuously educating the user on this topic is a major challenge.
Frameworks need to be applied to the type, volume, and source of data generated from the phone and towards
the use of such data to mainly provide the service which is deemed acceptable to most users. Supplementary
uses of this data beyond meeting the objectives of service and providing it to third-parties, the aggregators, and
Ad providers should be under the control of the user.
Anonymization and aggregation may not be sufficient protection from violation, misuse or abuse of privacy and
personal data. In fact, in the age of Big Data Analytics and AI/ML, there are as many dangers from data
aggregation as there are benefits. Ethical AI while the subject of much attention worldwide, particularly in
standardization and industry fora, is still in very early stages.

3.4.1 Anonymization/Aggregation Insufficiency
Application vendors and data aggregators often claim user data they collect is anonymized. Thus, they claim,
privacy is automatically guaranteed. This is a fallacy. A very good example is a study conducted and reported
by the New York Times [65]. They obtained the location information of millions of users across Manhattan, Los
Angeles and other places. They obtained this information from "third parties" - not the party that collected this
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location information with user consent. The user's identity was anonymized as a "dot" on a map. With data
spanning a few months for each user's location, it was not very difficult to narrow down each dot to one of 3~4
"real users". As an example the location at which a dot stays stationary between midnight and 5 am is clearly the
home of that user. Likewise one can get the office location of that user. Very soon it is possible to construct all
the frequently visited places by that dot and assign them as "home", "work", "gym" and so on. It does not take
much more imagination to realize that the identified 3~4 users will be very people who have everything in
common - same home, same workplace and say same gym.
Imagine another data source – a credit bureau. Once again, the bureau may anonymize the user's real identity
but they will provide information about the user's home address, the shops they visited and other similar
information. It is now easy to find the intersection of the location information from one data source and the
location information associated with the shopping activity of users from a second data source. Using both these
it is easily feasible to connect users from both these data sources and "establish an equivalence" between the two
anonymous user identities. All we now need is a third data source (maybe even accessed unauthorized via a
leak or breach) tying a third anonymous user identity with their name and address. Throw in road side CCTV
information and we can piece together the "real user" and all their daily activity.
This is not science fiction. This risk is real and current. With large computing power readily available and
advanced AI techniques available on tap, corroborating such data across multiple data sources is easily
accomplished in hours if not minutes. Each data aggregator and processor obtained anonymized user
information, but used advanced data analytics and AI to connect the data sources and derive meaningful
personal data.
Imagine the use of such correlated data for serious criminal activities, snatching of cash withdrawn from a bank,
burglary when house is vacant, following targeted users and kidnapping or attacking them, stealing of
intellectual property, tracking soldiers (location, voice, video etc) and ambush and so on.
All nations are seized with the urgency of protecting the user's digital identity. Every one of them is getting
experts together to chart out do’s and don’ts and regulate the information flow from the user through various
devices to the data aggregators and processors. NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology, US
Department of Commerce) has recently (Jan 16, 2020) released a Privacy Framework document [66]. The NIST
sums up the dilemma quite nicely. It says that in a data-driven society there is a fine line between building
innovative products and services that use personal data and still protecting people’s privacy.

3.5 Risks
In summary, digital inclusion without adequate protection for the privacy and personal data of the users comes
with significant risks for the individual, the community, and even the nation.
The risks from actors perceived as trusted or even semi-honest, include the following:
• Different stakeholders using PII for personal profiling and delivering unsolicited content & Ads.
•

Prepackaged apps and installed apps using PII for personal profiling and delivering unsolicited content
& advertisements.

•

Very complex consent/privacy policy using legal language making it difficult for a user to restrict
access to PII and leading to “uninformed” or “unintended” consent.

•

Violation of consent by illegally sharing PII with third parties for financial and political gains in some
cases where the third parties may even end up being malicious actors.

•

Weak data security practices leading to privacy data breaches. Any breach of privacy has an immediate
impact of causing emotional distress or even damage. It may further lead to material damage in terms
of lost money or goods.

•

Wrongfully profiling a person and recommending illegal content using AI algorithms.

The risks from other actors perceived to be semi-honest include some of the following:
•

Using PII for creating unrest and destabilizing, e.g., using fake videos and emotional manipulation.

•

Steal or manipulate secrets or other data from military officers, policy makers, government, tax
officials, judiciary, banks and enterprises.

•

Post provocative articles on social media, send fake emails to harass others, manipulate political
environment (e.g. Cambridge Analytica).
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•

Manipulating security certificates and divert users from genuine websites to fake websites.

The risks from the malicious actors include some of the following:
• Stealing personal information for identity fraud.
•

Selling personal information for financial gains (e.g. unregulated data brokers).

•

Fraudulent financial transactions or shopping with access to the passwords, SMS, OTP and credit card
or bank details.

•

Privacy hacktivism & ransomware, e.g., make personal data public to shame individuals or groups and
for ransom.

•

Cyber stalking (e.g. view private information like e-mails).

•

Criminal and violent activities including misleading investigations.

•

Illegal mining of crypto currency.

•

Illegal distribution of copyrighted content.

•

Planting ransomware and corrupting important documents or messages.

•

Operating remote controlled electronic appliances to cause malfunction.

3.6 Conclusion – Impact beyond the Individual
As is obvious from the above lists, which are not even exhaustive, the risks are many and are significant. The
impact may not just be emotional or material to an individual but also to fundamental rights of citizens, to social
and cultural integrity, to the economic interests of the nation, and to national security.

4 Privacy & Personal Data – Perspectives/Views
Privacy and personal data protection have to be addressed from several perspective or views. It is most
important to consider the various stakeholders and assigning a fair responsibility towards each of them in
protecting privacy and personal data. It is important to consider here that the stakeholders may be diverse in
nature from being a local startup or SME (Small/Medium Enterprise) to a giant global multinational corporate.
The responsibilities assigned should not stifle innovation or the effectiveness of the applications or service.
More importantly they should be viable for all stakeholders.
Beyond the stakeholder view it is important to understand the data lifecycle, i.e., at what stages, why, and how
personal data is collected, stored, processed, and destroyed.

4.1 Key Stakeholders
This section provides an abstract view of data flow taking into account the various actors, stakeholders that can
potentially come into contact with user data for the completion of any online activity or transaction. It is
possible that one or more of the aspects shown in the view are merged into a single operation or are conducted
by one single entity during the course of enabling an activity or transaction for the customer.
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4.1.1 End User/Data Principal
An individual who is using an application or browsing a website on the smartphone.

4.1.2 App/Site/Service Host
The host for the website or application or service. Some examples are, a hosting service provider whose servers
a website is hosted on, “app stores” that publish user apps, or even an application hosting another application
like an embedded video playing within an application or a service that is hosted within another application.

4.1.3 Publisher/Developer
While the host has the responsibility of showcasing the application or the website to the user, the publisher or
developer is the entity that has either published this application for user consumption on the host or has been
part of the development effort in any form to enable the transaction or activity for the human user. These
stakeholders will define the onward movement of data.

4.1.4 Data Processor I
This represents entities that perform multiple types of processing of user data such as:
•

gathering intelligence for profile of the user,

•

adding or appending previously obtained or stored human user data to the activity or transaction,

•

processing of the transaction requested using user data provided,

•

authentication of human user data for any purpose and

•

any such operation that ensures completion of the activity or the transaction initiated by the human
user.

4.1.5 Data Aggregator I
This represents entities aggregating and saving a copy of any information that is an output either from the
Publisher/Developer or the Data Processor I either:
•

for instantaneous usage for completion of activity or transaction initiated by the human user and/or

•

for storage for posterity, post the completion of activity or transaction initiated by the human user.
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4.1.6 Data Storage Provider I
This represents any provider of data storage capability, either third-party or in some cases in-house storage
facilities of enterprises. They act as repositories of virgin data or processed data originating from the human
user.

4.1.7 Data User I
Applications, service providers can use the output of data processing to either complete an initiated activity or
transaction and/or enhance the functionality of an application or service for the human. Entities that engage in
such activity are represented here.

4.1.8 Device
The device that the user is using to conduct the activity or transaction, for e.g., a mobile phone, laptop, tablet, or
kiosk is represented here.

4.1.9 Operating System Vendor
The vendor or licensor of the operating system being used by the device is represented here. In some cases, the
operating system vendor may be the same as the Original Device Manufacturer (ODM) or the Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM).

4.1.10

Device Vendor

The Original Device Manufacturer (ODM) or the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) is represented here.
The device vendor is also assumed to undertake all operations for an operating system to be successfully
installed and becoming operational. Activities such as loading all bootware, configuration needed for various
functions of the device, driver firmware, etc., are examples of such operations.

4.1.11

Data Processor II

In addition to operations undertaken in the online world, referred to in Data Processor I above, activities that are
intrinsic to the device that decode human user actions or are data collected from various sensors on the device,
for the purposes of usage by the application or website or service are represented here. OS services that interpret
human user touch inputs into spatial data for usage by applications, OS services responsible for transmission
and receipt of communication data packets among others are examples.

4.1.12

Data Aggregator II

In addition to operations undertaken in the online world, referred to in Data Aggregator I above, this represents
activities that use device capabilities to aggregate and/or save a copy of data either for:
•

instantaneous usage for completion of activity or transaction initiated by the human user and/or

•

for storage for posterity, post the completion of activity or transaction initiated by the human user.

4.1.13

Data Storage Provider II

In addition to providers described in Data Storage Provider I above, data storage capability can be intrinsic to a
device or can be brought into play by connecting to an external storage device. Any such vendor, for e.g., a
maintenance technician who creates a copy of the data on a device during maintenance, providers of storage
used by devices when upgrading or installing updates, vendors of memory cards are represented here.

4.1.14

Data User II

Applications, services can use the output of data processing to either complete an initiated activity or transaction
and/or enhance the functionality of an application or service for the human. Any entity or operation that engages
in such activity is represented here.
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4.2 Data Lifecycle
The complete lifecycle of a service or an application with respect to the user is considered as below:
●

Pre-Acquisition, i.e., what happens before the acquisition of the service or the application

●

During-Usage, i.e., what happens during the usage of the service or the application.

●

Post-Usage, i.e., what happens after the usage of the service or the application (but retention of the
subscription to the service or the installation of the application).

●

During-Termination, i.e., what happens during the cancellation of the subscription to the service or the
uninstallation of the application.

●

Post-Termination, i.e., what happens after the cancellation of the subscription to the service or the
uninstallation of the application.

It is important to assess the vulnerabilities, threats, and risks in each of these stages and have appropriate
measures in place for privacy preservation and personal data protection.

5 Recommendations
The recommendations follow certain basic principles to achieving the objectives:
●

Control ‘switches’ with revocable consent for any data that is collected, for generating additional data
from the collected data, for sharing collected or generated data, and for any usage of collected or
generated data.

●

Security (in the form of end-to-end encryption, for example) for any data that is collected, transmitted,
stored, and generated.

●

Consent for any communication of any form particularly solicitation (for example, advertisements or
promotions).

●

Solicitation of minimal consent required to enable the offered service or features and only for the
minimal duration of time.

●

Regular review of such consent.

●

Clear presentation of what the consent is being sought for, what are the rights are transferred by the
consent, and what liabilities are waived off by the consent.

●

Compliance with all applicable regulations and laws of the country when seeking consent with any
consent, which is not permitted to be sought as per such regulations and laws being considered
automatically denied.

●

Visibility to the usage of the device hardware and software particularly when data is being collected
and transmitted from such hardware and software.

●

Use of technology to minimize risks to privacy and data misuse.

●

An audit trail for verifying adherence to the above principles.

●

Promotion of users’ awareness and transparency through disclosures.

●

Allowing innovation and usability to enable convenience for and therefore loyalty, from the user.

5.1 Consent
The requirements in this section apply to all data collected explicitly or implicitly from the user by individuals,
entities, applications, operating system, software, and hardware including all sensors and peripherals.
The following are some of the recommendations regarding user consent, which this whitepaper considers as a
necessary but not sufficient measure for protecting the user’s privacy and personal data:
•

No consent may be assumed by default and all consent needs to be sought explicitly from the user.

•

It should be considered that all of the following may constitute personal data and consent should be
taken for all (but not limited to) the following:
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
•

Keystrokes, Location, Audio/Video both live and recorded, Biometric data and any other live
or recorded data from any native or connected sensors or transducers.
Network access and Network configurations including WiFi passwords.
Stored information including Images, Files, Documents.
Calendar data, Financial data including purchase history, Health data, and any other
application related data or content generated by the user.
Device or website authentication credentials (username, passwords, PIN, OTP)
Phone Number, Contacts, Call logs
SMS, E-mails & E-mail addresses
Web-browsing history including Cookies
Statistics and measures such as screen time, network usage, location history, etc
Consent to run any software or apps in background or foreground that would use any device
resources for any purposes than core OS functionality, diagnostics and security.

Users may, at their own discretion, provide any data or content to the party seeking consent under such
terms as acceptable to the user. However, the following may be considered further by users or for
regulation for the consent agreement:
o

At all times, the user shall retain all the rights on the data and content provided, including the
data in its raw, modified, or adapted format and any derivatives from the data.

o

Once having acquired consent the stakeholder should not claim ownership of any data and
should not be licensed to use, sub-license, reproduce, modify, adapt (except encryption and
decryption of data for secure transport and storage), create derivative works from, distribute,
perform and display data, in part or full, during the term of services provided, unless each of
the act is agreed mutually, explicitly and in a revocable manner and properly recorded for the
user.

•

Consent acquired from the user should be compliant to the ORGANS requirements in [6]. Specifically:
o Consent should be acquired for a finite duration of time only and should never be solicited or
acquired indefinitely or for an unspecified duration of time.
o Consent acquired should be clearly visible to the user and should be modifiable.
o Notice should be given to the user to review all consent given periodically.

•

All consent should be sought with a clear listing of the consequences of providing that consent and an
acceptance of liability for any consequences that are not listed.

•

Before obtaining any consent, user should be informed of all the measures implemented for protecting
the user data, of the process to inform and limit any breach, of the remedies available to the user, and of
the compensation offered in case of breaches.

•

Consent requests and agreements should be available in multiple languages and should also be
available with accessibility options (audio format for vision impaired, for example).

•

Towards educating the user and increasing awareness, FAQs explaining the meaning of consent in
layman language, standard templates or guidelines for consent agreements, and reviews of consent
agreement may be considered as part of the community or regulatory framework.

•

Data items collected independently from one user or multiple users with independent consent should
not be correlated without a further consent for the correlation.

•

Consent should be acquired by the first party for any parties to whom the data is further propagated.
This could also be linked to the tracking API consent framework recommended in the section on
Cookies.

There are areas where the impact of an individual providing consent is not clearly bounded. For example, an app
seeking consent to access the microphone and camera at all times. A user providing consent for such access may
then be exposing other people who may be unwilling to be heard or seen.
Methods to educate the population should be considered. Educating the users on their responsibilities when
providing consent should be considered. For example, in the scenario explained in the previous paragraph, the
user providing access to the camera and mic should be aware that they may expose the personal audio and video
of other people in the process and therefore they should either avoid providing such consent or when having
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consented to such use by an app or the device, they should ensure that they protect the privacy and personal data
of other people in their vicinity.
The focus in case of consent should not be compliance but rather “effectiveness” and that may require
customization based on the culture, mindset, and expected behavior of different subsets of the population.

5.2 Data Protection
The following are some of the recommendations towards protecting personal data once consent is obtained:
•

Data shall be anonymized or redacted as close to the source as possible including even at the source
(device) itself.

•

Only the minimum data required to satisfy a specific objective should be visible to any human or
machine acting to achieve that objective. For example, when a teller in a bank queries the Aadhar
number for authenticating the customer, he may not need the full Aadhar number. It may be sufficient,
for example, to get the last six-digits and on entering those, his system should only tell him whether
those match what is on the records for that customer or not. No other details of the customer should be
displayed to the teller.

•

Data should not be transmitted to or stored, processed, accessible in physical locations that are outside
the Republic of India. These restrictions may be lifted under some circumstances, where the processing
ability or technology may not be available but need to be with approval from the regulatory authority.

•

Data should be destroyed immediately upon the expiry and non-renewal of consent or upon the
revocation of consent (right to be forgotten).

•

Data should be destroyed immediately when the need for purpose for which consent was acquired does
not exist anymore.

•

All data collected shall be classified into necessary, corollary, and surplus data and a solicitation for
corollary data and a solicitation for surplus data shall both be accompanied by an explanation of the
purpose for which such data is being sought. Necessary data is the data that is required to provide the
service or feature expected by the user. Corollary data is data that enables a better quality of experience
to the user. Surplus data is data that is collected as quid-pro-quo for the service or feature provided and
is not directly related to the service or feature being provided to the user.

•

A summary of all collected, imported and processed data shall be made available to the user on demand
in a timely manner.

•

Users should be provided complete visibility into all data sharing arrangements between the primary
collector and third parties. At any time they should be able to deny sharing of their data or identify the
application responsible for sharing data and be able to delete that application and all data that has been
already shared.

•

Key generation in the server and client side software should be audited regularly to ensure that it is not
compromised.

•

All PII guidelines in [44] should be fully complied to.

The recommendations in this section are applicable to all stakeholders who are holding user data. Specifically,
parties who acquire personal data should have a mechanism to enforce the obligations recommended in this
section on all further parties downstream to whom the data may be propagated. Each party in the chain should
have the liability for any non-compliance by any party that comes after them in the chain of data propagation.

5.3 OS Vendor/Device Vendor
The whitepaper focuses on protecting from the vulnerabilities at the source itself. The device used by the user is
the source of most of the vulnerabilities and within that device the OS layer is the equivalent of an MC (Master
of Ceremonies) in the context of all hardware and software in the device. Therefore, it can both be the source of
the maximum number of vulnerabilities as well as the one that ensures protection from all of those numerous
vulnerabilities.

5.3.1 OS
Some of the recommendations regarding OS are the following.
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5.3.1.1 Consent & Data Protection
•

The OS should not result in the violation of any of the recommendations on consent and data protection
and in fact should support implementing those recommendations within the software.
o

For example, it should ensure that no app or software component is allowed to access any
hardware resource (sensors, peripherals, transducers, external interfaces, etc) on the device
without the explicit consent of the user.

o

The OS should implement sufficient security safeguards such as data encryption and denying
unauthorized access to all device memory and storage.

•

OS should not solicit blanket grant of access or permissions at any time, whether during first bootup or
later.

•

The OS should maintain a separate protected storage for each application with dedicated virtual
memory with a secure mechanism based on explicit user permissions to regulate data sharing across
applications.

•

Encryption may not be enabled by default on external storage such as an SD card or a USB disk.
However, the user may be allowed to enable encryption on such external devices when a new or
formatted storage device is inserted or installed for the first time. The minimum level of encryption
should be in line with the best-in-class globally, at any point in time.

5.3.1.2 Access Control
•

The OS should not automatically grant any permissions to any application installed by the user. By
default, no permission should be granted. The user should be prompted for each relevant permissions in
a simple list with a switch for each permission so that relevant permissions may be granted with
minimum effort, clicks and prompts.

•

The OS should not provide 'root' privileges to any application. The OS should not permit dynamic
privilege escalation for grant of additional permissions.

•

The OS should only allow installation of developer signed applications. Applications needing sensitive
permissions should be certified and installed from a trustworthy App Store. Such authorized
applications and OS should not create any direct or indirect mechanism to share sensitive data to other
apps without user consent (e.g. via shared storage or database, transmission to cloud/network servers,
use of any broker apps etc)

•

The OS should display in the notification bar device sensors such as camera, microphone, GPS,
Bluetooth or resources like the Clipboard, which are in use. It should further allow the user to query
whether applications were using these sensors/resources along with statistics for at least a duration of
one week. Any change in the status of any sensor access should be highlighted by a notification that is
designed to get the attention of the user. The OS should allow the user to configure what such
notifications should be (vibrate, sound, or visual display, for example).

•

The OS should not allow any non-approved Certificate Authority entries, DNS entries, or ROR register
with any dynamic DNS system. All unused ports and services shall be blocked by default. Any attempt
to modify Certificate Authority list should be notified to the user.

•

Any breach of security should be immediately notified to the user, followed by suggestions of
corrective actions to prevent further damage. The user should be provided all assistance and audit trails
or access logs to claim any applicable compensation from appropriate parties in case of breach by the
device or application maker. A service such as haveibeenpwned.com, which tracks data breaches may
be used.

•

It should be possible for the device to be dynamically switched into:
o

Basic Mode: A secure mode, where all the Internet based functionality, applications, and
sensors are shut down, except that the phone, SMS, and Bluetooth functions shall remain
enabled to allow the user to make/receive phone calls, SMS and use Bluetooth headsets. The
font size for Phone/SMS shall be increased appropriately for use by people with accessibility
challenges.

o

Camera and Navigation Mode: In which, in addition to the Basic Mode, the camera and offline navigation shall be enabled.
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o

Regular Mode: In which all declared functionality and applications are enabled.

5.3.2 Pre-installed Apps
•

The OS may have certain core applications pre-installed, which will enable phone calls, messaging,
internet browsing, navigation, camera usage, sound recording, external Bluetooth pairing/access,
malware detection and cleanup, security tuning, file exploration, audio/video play, photo editing,
clock/alarm, and application stores.

•

The OS may also optionally have pre-installed applications such as device maker's helpdesk/feedback
application, a device health check or diagnostic tool, and a performance tuning application.

•

The OS should ensure that all pre-installed applications :
o Seek and are only provided with the minimum permissions required for their functioning.
o

Are not allowed to perform functions other than what is clearly declared.

o

Are not driven by advertisements.

o

Have no integrated spyware, malware.

o

Have a perpetual license and have no expiry date.

o

Are usable even if a new version is released.

o

Allow the user's informed choice to update or upgrade.

o

Maybe disabled or uninstalled.

o

Maybe replaced with equivalent third party applications.

o

Not installed without the user’s consents when new ones are being added.

•

The OS should not contain any pre-integrated or hidden applications or such functionality, or that
which can lead to unauthorized, accidental and undesirable disclosure of any data, make data
inaccessible to the user, remotely install any malicious software, or compromise the device security in
any way.

•

The device, the OS and the pre-installed applications including updates should not contain any
backdoor trojans, spyware, adware or any other malware.

5.4 Publisher/Developer Responsibilities
5.4.1 Publishing
•

The publisher should verify that all applications are signed by developers, scrutinized for functionality
and security.

•

The publisher should have a reporting mechanism for reporting a breach by an application or for
addressing any other concerns.

•

If an application is driven by advertisements, it should seek consent on category, should have
censorship, and have imprint counters to be used by Government agencies.

•

Publishers should secure a declaration from the developer on compliance to privacy and data protection
laws, rules, regulations, and recommendations.

•

Publishers should check all applications for deviations from claims, for libraries used by the
application, and for dependencies on third-parties.

•

Publisher shall take necessary action on all issues raised including scrutinizing the application in
greater detail, notifying the developer for rectification, and if the issue is not resolved making the
application unavailable and also notifying all users, CERT-In, and the regulatory and Government
agencies, that the application has been disallowed.

5.4.2 Software/App Distribution
•

The software installable should be accompanied by:
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o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

At least a Major and Minor version number
Application category
Declaration of functionality and key features in a clear manner (in a generally acceptable
language, no scope for misinterpretation) and any limitations or risks
Declaration that the package does not contain any malicious code or undeclared functionality
that will violate user privacy, data security and that it complies to the provisions in the
applicable laws
Declaration of fixes, enhancements, and changes in case of an update
File integrity code
Verified communication modes for support with an escalation matrix
User Licensing Agreement (EULA)
Privacy Policy
Privacy Settings

•

The software should display all information listed above in a manner that is clear and understandable to
the user. The following may be considered to enable this:
o Use of a standard template with clearly identified non-modifiable sections and placeholders
for customization or at least a reference recommendation.
o Supplementary representations particularly for the legal information such as EULA and
privacy policy.

•

The software should allow the user to manually check for the availability of updates and shall provide a
list of all available updates to the user.

•

The software should allow the user to configure the software to automatically check for the availability
of updates and notify the user with a list of all available updates as soon as they become available.

•

Software updates, specifically those containing critical fixes, enhancements, or changes related to
privacy and protection should be made available immediately and at least at the same time as any other
region globally.

5.4.3 Authentication/Trust
Digital Certificates are a primary means of establishing trust in digital communication. Trust is enforced by the
transitive property of certificates. A root certificate provides the base trust. Certificates issued by the owner of
the root certificate derive their trust from the trust in the root certificate. Root certificates are baked into the
operating system or the device hardware. Sometimes they are stored in very secure hardware. Forging root
certificates, or luring the user to install un-trusted root certificates is a common method to get fraudulent access
into the device and applications.
Additional certification, authentication, or trust processes should be considered for certain primary usage
categories or certain categories of applications. For example, all Enterprise and Government users should only
use devices that support a hardware trust module.
The device operating system should maintain a list of certificates within the device. The end user should have
control over this list of default certificates. On a regular PC Operating System, users have visibility into the
certificate store. On Smartphones and other smart devices it is nearly impossible for the user to browse the
certificate store. Manufacturers can effectively dilute/subvert the trust of the user by installing a set of root
certificates of their preference. End users who own the smartphone/device have no control and cannot alter the
default root certificates. By baking the DNS server list into the application (instead of using a user configured
DNS server list) and by controlling the certificate chain, it is very much possible for users to be cheated into
believing the authenticity of a website they are visiting. For example the native browser embedded in the
smartphone could very well have a default DNS server that is not the one the user’s network administrator
controls. The name for a popular web site can be resolved to an IP address that is not the genuine website. The
web site will issue a certificate of trust chained to a root certificate embedded in the smartphone/device - which
will lead the user to believe the website is indeed the one they chose while that may not actually be the case.

5.4.4 Cookies
Publishers on the Internet work with data aggregators and advertisers to track their visitor activity. Visitors may
be casual passers-by or authenticated subscribers. Visitor activity is tracked using either Cookies or Tracking
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Pixels and Web beacons. Cookies may be First Party or Third Party and sometimes even Fourth and Fifth Party
cookies. Publishers interact with their users/visitors either via the browser or via a dedicated application in the
user’s possession.
While users may have granular controls on what their browser can and cannot do, they do not have the same
level of control with the applications they use as a convenience to access the publisher’s content. The
recommendations in this section cover cookies but equivalent mechanisms have to be identified for applications.
Tracking APIs are used in some cases and therefore regulation may be considered to ensure that all tracking
APIs and third-party APIs used are disclosed and consent sought from the user much the same as is done with
cookies under the GDPR, for example.
[67] provides a fairly comprehensive overview of how cookies (first and third party) are used to track a user’s
activity across web sites and how they are used to share user behavior across web sites.
The cookie settings should be clearly explained to the user along with all implications. For examples, please see
[68].
The default settings for cookies should be good defaults, i.e., they should be oriented towards maximizing the
security and privacy of the user and minimizing the access only to the extent required to provide an acceptable
quality of experience to the user. For example, all third party cookies should be disabled by default. Only
session cookies required for browsing (e.g. the shopping cart cookie) should be permitted.
Information regarding the cookies used should be provided to the user in a clear and easy to understand format.
The user should be provided an easy and convenient interface to change the cookie settings.
The user should be taken to the cookie settings when visiting the Website for the first time. Users should also
have an option to revisit the cookie settings at any later time.

5.5 Regulator Responsibilities
5.5.1 TLDs
What’s in a name? The first line of trust between a user (whose data is a risk) and the service provider (be in an
application or a web site or an intermediary data processor), is the name of the service provider; in this case the
digital name - often called the domain name or the FQDN - fully qualified domain name. If the user feels his
data has been compromised he should know which is the entity to which the user provided the data. Digital
impersonation is a very common tactic to cheat end users. As an example many naive users will be challenged
to verify whether www.my-gov.in is a website (digital property) of the Indian Government or not. A WhatsApp
message providing a link to say http://www.my-gov.in/medical_insurance/registration.php with an attractive
image promising free medical insurance from the government can be used to collect user information and
defraud them. Smartphone apps may display this link prominently to lure users into using the app and leaking
private information.
The registrar and registration service providers, should perform additional due diligence before accepting and
registering a TLD. CERT-In does not take any action on such matters as unless there is a case of cheating
registered by an affected user, they cannot ban such TLDs.
The registrar, registration service providers, and/or individuals/groups may be mandated to perform additional
actions for certain categories of TLDs. For example, bank.in or gov.in owners may be mandated to ensure
secure connections with the latest encryption standards and a regular maintenance of a certificate failure to do
which may result in the TLD being suspended.
Further mandatory DNS security, national DNS framework, zone transfer security, and national trust certificate
should be considered to ensure security at the user/device level from malicious actors.

6 Compliance Process
This section covers recommendations on the processes followed by different stakeholders and audit mechanisms
to ensure compliance.
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6.1 The Data Protection & Privacy (DPP) Score
DPP Score is introduced a measure of the privacy and data protection quality of an App, Website, OS, or even a
Smartphone model. The following are the key objectives for the DPP score.
1.

Specific and Measurable - Easy to understand

2.

Comparable - Relative and accommodates diverse Software/App types

3.

Dynamic - Multi-level and accommodates improvements

4.

Flexible - Accommodates diverse Data Collector business models

The following picture illustrates how the DPP score is calculated at a high-level:

It is recommended that the various stakeholders make a declaration of compliance to the recommendations,
regulations, and laws. This may then first be verified by the technical and user community. Violations if any
found may be addressed by the corresponding stakeholder.
The DPP score has to be specific and measurable. The “per cent” is a universally understood measure and
therefore the DPP score is recommended to be a score ranging from 0-100. It automatically becomes
comparable as higher the score the better the preservation of privacy and protection of personal data.
The DPP score also represents the optimal balance between all stakeholders as all of them contribute to this
score. The contributions of each stakeholders may be weighted appropriately to ensure that the “optimal”
balance is achieved.
It is dynamic, i.e., can be updated over time to either increase or decrease the score. This provides both the
incentive and constraint for businesses to ensure adequate focus on preserving privacy and protecting personal
data.
The score is diverse and can be used for smartphone models, operating systems (OSs), apps, websites, and any
other software or service. It is also agnostic to the business arrangement between the stakeholders and may be
assessed based on the recommendations in this whitepaper and on the level of protection to privacy and personal
data that is ensured as well as made transparently visible.
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6.2 Reporting Issues & Resolution
For reporting issues, a national portal may be created for issues to be reported but the backend may need to be
maintained by somebody. If violations are reported there should be mechanisms to audit and enforce correct
behavior.
The key challenge may be handling the number of audits that may come up to large numbers. It is recommended
that this may be automated. It is recommended that the application developers may be first required to clarify
deviations and also that they be required to give warranties to avoid such cases. Only in extreme cases where
there are known significant breaches the model of individuals/groups (communities) coming together to review
in more detail could be used.
The developers may be required to address the violations themselves and then may be told that if issues are not
cleared within a specified amount of time then the applications may be disallowed.

6.3 Audit Trail
The scope includes the evidence that needs to be maintained by different stakeholders to adequately demonstrate
the compliance to some of the mandatory requirements. This is the area that needs maximum attention from a
technology, frameworks, and standardization perspective. Audit and the necessary effort to “pass” an audit are
almost always considered as “overheads”. To facilitate adoption technology should be leveraged to “automate”
both the process of creating the audit trail and the auditing process itself. The flip side is that once technology is
used to automate the same concerns regarding privacy and personal data protection will arise. So, a necessary
requirement for any automation of audit trail generation or the auditing process itself would be that they are
totally passive in nature and themselves do not create any privacy and personal data protection risks.
A key element of creating an audit trail will be traceability. So, there should be sufficient logging and also
specific focus on the traceability of the data owner. Therefore, all data should be attached with the owner and
the purpose in some form. For example, just for the purpose of explaining the idea, personal data may be
scrambled with a specific key associated with the party to which it is being provided and the purpose for which
it is being provided. This should allow automation of auditing that the data has neither been forwarded without
permissions to any other party or that it is not being used for a purpose other than the one for which permissions
were taken.

7 Summary and Way Forward
The whitepaper has attempted to cover the very important topic of protection of privacy and personal data when
using mobile devices (smartphones, featurephones, and tablets). It has attempted to demonstrate the criticality of
this topic, the impacts and risks, the key stakeholders, and proposed a way to both achieve protection and
maintain the benefits and the interests of all the stakeholders at the same time. It proposes a judicious mix of
guidelines (self-assessment), frameworks, standards, and regulation/law.

7.1 Key Focus Areas
Some of the key focus areas are summarized again in the sections below.

7.1.1 User Education
The primary focus should be on educating the user on:
•
•
•

Privacy in the digital world, how it is different from privacy in the real world, and why it needs to be
protected
Personal data, what it constitutes, and how it may be used and misused
Standard scenarios or templates that help understand the impacts better

•

A set of “fundamental rights and duties” for the digital world

This should primarily the interest of the Government and the regulator but ideally is in the best interest of the
entire ecosystem.
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7.1.2 Transparency/Ease of understanding
The device, app, and service providers should focus on the “usability”, i.e., consent sought and personal data
acquired should be easy to understand for the user. The following should be considered to ensure this:
•
•

Audio/Video representations
FAQ’s explaining the various scenarios and impacts, responsibilities, liabilities

•
•

Native language
Cultural customization

•

Accessibility

This is the primary responsibility of the device, app, and service providers.

7.1.3 Device Security
This is the responsibility of the provider instead of users as they are not equipped to ensure this for the device in
their control. The following should be the focus on device security:
• Access control
•
•

Usage awareness
Audit Trail

This is the primary responsibility of the device and OS providers.

7.1.4 Stakeholder Behavior
The stakeholders should be held to the following:
•
•

Need to know
Do’s and Don’ts – Self Regulation towards DPP Score

•

May’s and Shall Not’s – Mandatory Regulator Requirement

7.1.5 Data Lifecycle Management
All stakeholders who are part of the data lifecycle should adhere to the following:
•
•
•

Acquisition – Minimal or as consciously permitted
Aggregation – As permitted by owner and by law
Processing – As permitted by owner and by law

•
•

Deletion – As required by owner and by law or after usage
Protection – Liability for access by unauthorized and malicious actors

7.1.6 Auditability
Audit for both compliance and effectiveness should be ensured and in fact facilitated by technology as much as
possible. Some of the follow need to be considered for further study with respect to the audit trail:
•
•

Tamper-proofing
Provability

•
•

Non-repudiation
Attestation

•

Confidentiality

7.1.7 Standardization Focus
The following may be considered for further study and standardization:
• Data Tracing – Data Owner Tagging
•
•

Anonymization
Masking

•

Data Exchange Formats
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•
•

Privacy Settings Meta Data
Audit Trial – Specifically aggregation and processing using big data analytics and AI/ML.

7.1.8 Regulatory Focus
The following may be considered by the regulatory authority:
• Consent and Agreements
•

Data Management

7.1.9 Industry
Finally, the industry should now understand the significance of the responsibility in its hands and focus equally
on addressing some of the issues raised in this whitepaper and following some of the recommendations in this
whitepaper. It may not be too late and a transparent, auditable, self-regulating environment created by the
Industry may be in everybody’s best interest instead of allowing a situation where the Governments and
Regulators need to step in with stringent laws.

7.2 Next Steps
The following are the next steps:
•

Identify technology or cost barriers towards adopting the recommendations.

•

Prioritize items for further study, detailing, standardization, and incorporation into regulation.

•

Detail the mechanism used to generate the DPP score, address challenges with respect to the
consistency, transparency, and effectiveness, implement, refine based on performance, and finally
acquire “accreditation”.

•

Identify candidates for standardization and initiates studies or work items within standards
organizations.

•

Identify recommendations to be inducted into the regulation and certification process.

This whitepaper is the first in a series and focuses on smartphones, featurephones and tablets and the
applications and services accessed on these. Additional phases are planned. Phase 2 will cover consumer IoT
devices/sensors and IoT middleware and frameworks. Phase 3 will cover Personal computing devices such as
PC and laptops, private and public CCTVs, and smart home appliances, and home automation systems.
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